Kiyokaze

¥1,200

Cleanse your mind with the refreshing scent of
lily of the valley, hinoki cypress and aqua.

Yumemigusa

¥1,200

Set of 3 dreamy scents: sakura cherry blossom,
may ﬂowers and Japanese plum.

Hana Akari

¥1,200

Set of 3 exquisite scents: rose, marigold and a
ﬂoral blend.

Richly scented incenses for a time of relaxation
made by using a luxurious amount of
high-quality 100% natural essential oils.

Sei Shounagon‒sakura cherry blossom

¥700

Koizumi Yakumo ‒ Dewdrop

¥700

Gyouki ‒ Agarwood

¥700

A fragrance that captivates peopleʼs hearts.

This scent will remind you of the clean
feeling after taking a bath.
A traditional fragrance with the woody
note of high-quality agarwood.

Green Tea Incense

Set of 3 calming scents: sweet pea, carnation
and lavender.

-Japanese wisteria: emits the fragrant and
powdery scent of the radiant and noble
Japanese wisteria.

-Eucalyptus: Made with natural eucalyptus
essential oil from Australia. This scent will ﬁll
you with exhilaration.

-Sweet osmanthus: emits the fruity scent of the
lovely and colorful sweet osmanthus.

-Lemongrass: Made by using natural
lemongrass essential oil from India. This scent
will ﬁll you with vitality.

Sakura

Cherry Blossom

¥1,200

Single item of the Kiyokaze set only containing
the scent of sakura cherry blossom.

-Sandalwood: a simple scent that emits the mild
fragrance of sandalwood.
-Rose: the fragrance of the elegant and
charming rose.

-Geranium: Made with natural lavender oil from
Egypt. This scent is reminiscent of the
fragrance of roses.

¥1,000

¥1,200

-Lavender: Made with natural lavender essential
oil from France. This scent will help relieve you
from stress and anxiety.

-Ylang-ylang: Made with natural ylang-ylang
essential oil from Madagascar. This scent will
help you regain your self-conﬁdence.

Seiyu no Shizuku

Oborozuki

-Sakura cherry blossom: the scent of sakura
cherry blossom which radiates the gentleness of
spring.

Kayuragi

¥1,000

This incense series represents Japanese ﬂowers.

-White Peach: the fresh scent of pure and sweet
white peach.

Lily of the Valley

¥1,200

Single item of the Kiyokaze set only containing the
scent of lily of the valley.

Message from Arima Koushindou and Yamatogokoro
Spring 2020

Arima Kakou (incense cones) ¥1,200
5 kinds of incense cones - sea, mountain, rose, violet
and sakura cherry blossom - which represent the
nature of the Arima region.

The tradition of incense burning in Japan can be traced back to the 6th century with the introduction of
Buddhism to the country. At ﬁrst burning incenses was only reserved for religious rituals and ceremonies, but soon the aristocracy discovered the pleasures of the delicate fragrances for themselves and the
art of appreciating incense "koudou" emerged. The secret of koudou, literally meaning "the way of the
fragrance", lies in "listening" rather than smelling the incense, meaning that the fragrance is to be enjoyed
and tasted with oneʼs mind. Along with sadou (tea ceremony) and ikebana (ﬂower arrangement), koudou
is one of the three major classical Japanese arts.
We at Arima Koushindou seek to share the Japanese culture of incense burning with the world and invite
you to explore the rich fragrances of Arima. We are collecting the most exquisite products from Japanʼs
number one origin of incense, Awaji Island located in Hyogo prefecture, where only the most skilled
craftsmen carefully create the ﬁnest incenses, as well as other regions like Kyoto and Sakai.
Burning incense will help you focus, balance your emotions, and inspire conﬁdence. Open your mind and
feel a deep bond with nature while "listening" to the wide range of Arimaʼs incenses.

¥1,200

http://arimakoushindou.jp

Set of 2 scents: fragrant jasmine and
refreshing green tea leaves.

Coﬀee Incense

sales@arimakoushindou.jp

0120-777-752

Our prices do not include tax.

¥800

Emits the sophisticated aroma of freshly brewed
coﬀee.

Harima ‒Traditional: a scent made by mixing in
Chinese herbs that will invoke feelings of
nostalgia.
-Tamba ‒ Sandalwood: This incense was made
by only using the ﬁnest high-quality
sandalwood. Get a taste of Tamba and its
bountiful nature.
Awaji ‒ Agarwood: coming from Japanʼs
number one origin of incense Awaji Island.
Enjoy this incense made with premium
agarwood.

Arima Hanagoromo

¥1,600

Inspired by the 4 seasons in Arima. Set of 3
scents: jasmine, rose and lavender. Box includes
a mini ceramic holder.

Koikaze Rokkou

¥1,600

Set of 3 scents from various regions in Hyogo
prefecture: orange from the Seto Inland Sea, violet
from Kobe and narcissus from Awaji Island. Box
includes a mini ceramic holder.

Hyogo Gekkouya

-Tajima ‒ Chamomile: This scent stands for
Tajimaʼs long history and culture. Go back in
time with this sweet scent of chamomile.

¥1,000〜

Hyogo prefecture consists of 5 diﬀerent regions
which all have their own unique and rich
culture and charm. With this in mind, this set of
5 scents was created.

-Settsu ‒ Night View: This scent represents the
harbor of Settsu and Kobe. Enjoy the romantic
night-view at the sea while dreaming of distant,
foreign countries.

Kobe Kaikou Monogatari ¥1,400
Set of 3 scents: violet, rose and jasmine will
invoke a longing for exotic and distant
countries.
-Magnolia: a solemn and elegant scent. This
modern and exquisite product was made with
100% botanical ingredients.
-By using purple magnolia and natural
sandalwood as main ingredients, ﬂoral and
distinct Japanese aroma components were
combined to create this incense. It will leave a
lingering scent in the air.

Zinen

¥800

This series comes in 7 diﬀerent scents: sakura
cherry blossom, sweet osmanthus, bamboo,
rose, agarwood, sandalwood and jasmine.

Arima Hyakka

- Sweet memories ‒ sweet pea
- Amiability ‒ jasmine
- Purity ‒ orange
- Romance ‒ rose
- The queen of herbs ‒ lavender
- Happiness ‒ violet
- Feelings of gratitude ‒ carnation
- Relaxation ‒ ﬂoral blend

¥700

Makura Soushi

-Dream magnolia, natural sandalwood and
high-quality coal form the base note of this
incense. The combination with fragrant Chinese
herbs and aroma oil gives it an exquisite note.

¥700〜

Sandalwood: made with sandalwood from Mysore, India.
Agarwood: made with carefully selected agarwood from
Java, Indonesia.
Omotenashi: a sweet and gentle scent that will make you
feel warm and welcome.
Gohitsu: made with Siamese agarwood which is known for
its characteristic sweet fragrance.
Kyouyama: the fragrant scent of the artistʼs favorite ink.
(Agarwood and Gohitsu: 800 Yen each)

Fuuju no Tan

¥800

Time is constantly moving forward. This scent
will remind you to treasure every moment in
life. (Magnolia: 700 Yen)

-Blueberry: made by combining blueberry
extract which is gentle to the eyes, and
raspberry extract which adds a sweet fruity
note.

Shoukou ‒ Shinkakuwari ¥300〜

Kobe - Shioya

¥1,500

Cyclamen, French lavender and chamomile
create an exotic atmosphere.

Binchou-tanrei
‒Kinsen/Ginsen

1,000円

Original quality product of Arima Koushindou.
This scent combines agarwood with lotus and
contains wood vinegar of Japanese white
charcoal from Wakayama prefecture.

Kobe ‒ Wadamisaki

¥1,500

A set of diﬀerent scents with feminine, woody
musk and ﬂoral notes, emitting 3 sophisticated
fragrances.

Arima Rokkosan no Irodori

¥400

Special selection by Arima Koushindou. This wide
range of scents was carefully crafted by the
traditional incense masters on Awaji Island.

Kobe ‒ Ichi no Tani ¥1,500

Drawing inspiration from the Japanese concept
of harmony, this set from the Makura Soshi
series features the 3 scents agarwood,
sandalwood and omotenashi.
Lavender: the rich scent of blooming lavender
ﬁelds.
Hydrangea tea: this scent will give you comfort.
Herbs: the scent of wild ﬂowers will ﬁll the air.
Tea: the perfect scent for a time of relaxation.
Blueberry: the scent of freshly picked
blueberries.
Kofuu: the refreshing scent of the forest.
Rose: the calming scent of rose.
Flower bouquet: the exotic scent of tropical
ﬂowers.
White peach: the sweet scent of white peach.
Cinnamon: emits an oriental and woody
fragrance.
Japanese rose: the gentle scent of Japanese
rose.
Floral blend: a lovely and harmonious scent.
Flowers: a fresh, green scent.
Green tea: enhanced with wood vinegar of
Japanese white charcoal from Wakayama
prefecture and catechins, a compound
naturally-occurring in green tea known for its
many health beneﬁts.

High-quality kneaded incenses carefully
selected by Arima Koushindou.
Sandalwood(¥300)
Agarwood from Indonesia(¥500)
Siamese Agarwood(¥1000)
High quality Agarwood(¥1500)

Ryuuryoku-kakou ¥1,000〜

Agarwood:Inhale the noble wafting scent of
Agarwood and let yourself go into this unique
fragrance that takes your mind far away.
/Sandalwood: the typical scent of incenses.
/Green tea:perfect to enjoy your cup of green
tea. /Bamboo:the fresh and clean scent of
bamboo. /Hinoki:made with natural domestically produced hinoki oil.

Namiho

Gyokujou‒Hatsume

¥1,000

A combination of sandalwood, agarwood and
musk. This scent lets you enjoy the “ﬁve ﬂavors”
sweet, hot, sour, bitter and salty. You can often
ﬁnd it in Ryokan, a Japanese style inn.

¥1,000

Daruma: this scent stands for harmony and
traditional Japan.
Koto no fuzei: take a nostalgic trip to the past
with this scent of sandalwood.
Hanazakura: this scent represents sakura
cherry blossom.
Japanese helwingia: emits the elegant scent of
roses.

Shinryoku: feel the vibrance of new leaves

growing in late spring with this fresh scent.
Fig: the scent of young leaves and of slightly
unripe fruits accompanied by a milky

sweetness. This scent will invite you to imagine
the beauty of the forest and the sun.

Japanese linden: an elegant while slightly sweet
and ﬂowery scent.

Nihohi- bukuro

Ranja: this combination of oriental orchid and

musk will leave you with a clean and refreshing

Koi no Hotaru

¥600

feeling.

Koufuu Seigetsu

The fragrant scent of ink accompanied by the scent of
plants will gives you a taste of traditional Japan. Enjoy
this scent as you would enjoy the art of calligraphy.

¥1,000

Original quality product of Arima Koushindou.
The fragrance of luxurious perfume made into
incense. This set comes in 3 scents: elegant,
cute and sweet.

Elegant Agarwood‒Ryuu-Un

Wakei Seijaku

¥1,200

Original quality product of Arima Koushindou.
A set of 3 typical scents: sandalwood, agarwood
and green tea. Box includes a mini ceramic
holder.

¥300

Yoi-kagari: a fruity scent of peach.
Yume-hanabi: a clean, distinct scent of
magnolia.

Zen: a scent with a base note of sandalwood.

¥2,500

High-quality incense using fragrant wood. Siamese
agarwood from Vietnam forms the main body of this scent
and is mixed with various kinds of Chinese herbs and
Indian sandalwood.

Tokuhin Agarwood‒Zui-Un

¥4,000

High-quality incense using fragrant wood. This scent
combines the rich fragrance of Siamese agarwood and
the sweetness of Indian sandalwood.

Tokusen Sandalwood‒Hou-Un

¥2,500

High-quality incense using fragrant wood. Made with
ﬁne-quality sandalwood powder and a generous amount
of sandalwood essential oil.

Gyokujou Kyara

¥23,000

High-quality incense using fragrant wood. To ensure
the full release of this fragrance, only the ﬁnest and
purest agarwood was used for this exquisite product.

Wa Kajin

Nihohi-bukuro
-Gold Brocade Version

Hana no Hana

¥1,000

Set of 3 traditional scents: rose, lily and violet.

Shun Yuzu

¥1,000

This incense was made with yuzu essential oil.
Inhaling this rich citrus incense will make you
feel energized and rejuvenated.

¥600

Yoi-kagari ‒ gold brocade: a fruity scent of
peach.
Yume-hanabi ‒ gold brocade: a clean, distinct
scent of magnolia.
Zen ‒ gold brocade: a scent with a base note of
sandalwood.

¥800

Mountain: this scent will make you feel the
beauty of nature and the energy when Mount
Rokko was formed by the Rokko shift a
hundred thousands of years ago.
Sea: this scent represents the sea which
connects Kobe to the outside world.
Sakura cherry blossom: this scent stands for the
charm of sakura cherry blossom trees in Arima
Onsen.

Tsukiyo - Wabi Sabi

¥800

Imagine tree leaves covered with evening dew
and the beauty of nature while relaxing to the
fragrances of agarwood and natural herbs.

Horikawa Incense Sticks

¥1,000

This mild scent emphasizes the sweetness of
sandalwood.

Arima Saika

¥1,000

This incense was created around the themes of
sea, sakura cherry blossom and bamboo forest,
which are an essential part of the landscape of
the Kobe Arima region.

Bizenyaki Ceramic Holder

Isshin Furan

¥1,000

Original product by Arima Koushindou. A set
consisting of a mini incense ceramic holder and
an incense plate. The plate also comes in a
round shape.

Our prices do not include tax.
Our products are also available in our online-shop or via phone. If you are
interested in our products, you can order them via the following phone
number or visit our Yahoo online shop.

0120-777-752
arima koushindou yahoo shopping

有馬香心堂

神戸有馬 湯本坂

sales@arimakoushindou.jp
https://store.shopping.yahoo.co.jp/arima-koushindou/

Kobe Arima Yumotozaka Arima Koushindou,
Kobe-shi Kita-ku Arima-cho 1160

Phone: 078-904-0805
http://arimak oushindou.jp

